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in the land of the magyaRS

Since 2004, Hungary is a member state of the Eu-
ropean Union. This has led to considerable relief 
for us hunters. There are no border controls, the 
carrying of weapons is easy and there are hunting 
grounds and game at affordable prices nationwide. 
The Hungarians have a centuries-long hunting tra-
dition and education and their hunting law is based 
in essential points on the German hunting law. Hun-
ting ethics and customs care are very important.

Hungary offers many hunting opportunities. Let‘s 
start with the heavy and powerful red deer in the 
south of the country. The famous meadow deer 
grow there, live weights of well over 200 kg are 
common, especially before the rut. There are many 
famous names: Gemenc, Labod, Karapancsa and 
many more. If you are interested in a very strong 
red stag of 10 kg and more, you should choose 
one of the areas in the south of the country. The 
rut begins very early and reaches its peak around 
the 12th of September. It is important to book early, 
because during the main rutting time there are not 
always free places to get.

Of course, not everyone wants to shoot a stag of 10 
kg and that‘s why we looked for suitable red deer 
territories in the country and also found. We have 

been sending guests there for many years and it is 
the absolute exception that someone comes home 
without success. 

So there are areas in the west of the country, whe-
re the shootable stags carries maybe 5 kg or 6 kg 
on the head. In the north of the country there are 
wonderful hunting areas, for example in the Bükki 
Mountains. And around the Balaton (Lake Balaton) 
you can hunt in about two dozen different hunting 
areas, to which we have excellent contacts. Tell us 
your wishes regarding the desired antler weight 
and if you prefer to stalk or sit. Do you prefer a hunt 
in the plain or do you love the strenuous mountain 
hunt? We certainly have the ‚suitable area‘ for you 
and there is something for every budget.

The most promising time is during the rut. When the 
bellowing of the stags echoes and the rutting action 
takes place in front of you, those are moments you 
will never forget. Attracting a bellowing rutting deer 
by calling him is supreme hunterous lust and one of 
the most exciting kind of hunting that can be offe-
red to us hunters. But also for still hunting from a 
raised hide and for the hunter who is not so agile on 
his legs, we have the right areas.
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pointS

170,00 - 189,99 CIC Bronze

190,00 - 209,99 CIC Silver

from 210,00 CIC Gold

inteRnational pointS Red Stag
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... the Stag hunteRS aRe coming

The probably best known hunting country for red deer hunts is undoubtedly 
Hungary. Every year alone during the rutting several thousand guest hunters 
come to the land of the Magyars. Rightly so! Hardly any other country has such 
a high and, above all, good quality red deer population.

This is in the tradition of the country that strong deer and noble horses enjoy 
a high priority. And secondly, the Hungarian hunting laws, which demand a 
consistent implementation of the strict preserving and shooting guidelines. 
Woe to the professional hunter who lets a stag shoot too young. Even today 
he still has to expect at least disciplinary measures. But such faulty shots are 
rare. The Hungarian hunting company, trained in dealing with hunting guests 
and raised with game and forest, enjoys an excellent reputation worldwide. 
Anyone who deals with hunting literature will come across the hunt in Hungary 
again and again. 

First of all, a few interesting facts about red deer. The total stock in Hungary 
is estimated at over 80.000 pieces (Germany: 180.000 pieces). Alone by guest 
hunters, mostly Germans and Austrians, thousands of red stags get harvested 
during the rut. For many red deer enthusiasts, rutting is the ultimate hunting 
joy and the time of yearning for rutting. If we look at the record lists of the CIC, 
one finds among the ten world‘s largest red deer five from Hungary. Although 
Hungary currently does not hold the world record, a 14.51 kg antler was ra-
ted with 271 CIC points. This deer was shot in the well-known highland area 
Karapancsa. So far the strongest and officially recognized antler is a 16.81 kg 
trophy from the state forestry Labod. This deer was shot in 2001 and the trophy 
brought his hunter a certificate with registered 265.67 CIC points.

The series could be continued endlessly. But let‘s stop with the „Royals“. 
Especially in the weight class between 6 kg and 9 kg, there are beautiful areas 
all over the country where you can experience a great rutting. For many hun-
ters, the antler weight is not in the main focus. The stag should be old and 
thus shootable. And we can offer you exactly those red deer hunts. The Hun-
garian red deer antler, in contrast to its Romanian cousins, normally has more 
ramifications (points). More than in any other hunting country you will find             
18-pointer and also more in the statistics of the best red deer districts in Hun-
gary. Now the tastes go apart. One likes strong and massive antlers, the other 
loves the 20-pointer and the third likes only a symmetrical antler. The only 
important thing is: The stag is old and the hunt has given pleasure!
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"WaidmannSheil"!

HUNTING AREAS IN KOMITAT SOMOGY

• Jg. Kalmansca - 8.000 hectare

• Jg. Zrinyi Miklos - 4.500 hectare

• Jg. Darany es Tersege - 6.000 hectare

• Jg. Rakoczi - 5.000 hectare

• Jg. Pagony - 4.700 hectare

HUNTING AREAS IN KOMITAT ZALA

• Jg. Pacsai - 13.500 hectare

• Jg. Heviz-Felvideki - 4.700 hectare

• Jg. Köora - 5.000 hectare

• Jg. Szep Zala - 4.400 hectare

• Jg. Zalavölgye - 5.500 hectare

• Jg. Kisbalaton - 6.000 hectare

• Jg. Hubertus - 12.000 hectare

• Jg. Szabadsag - 7.500 hectare
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accommodation

tokay Wine, goulaSh, papRika
During your stay you will live in a well-developed hunting lodge in the hunting district. Over the past 
15 years, the Hungarian hunting management has invested a great deal of money in the construction 
or renovation of existing hunting lodges, and other houses have been completely rebuilt. Some like it 
rustic, the other loves the luxury. But there is something for every taste.

As far as the Hungarian cuisine is concerned, it is well known that the Magyars enjoy eating and 
drinking. There are delicious meat dishes, grilled or fried, side dishes of all couleur and of course the 
wines from the Tokaj region. Let yourself be pampered and enjoy Hungarian specialties. Generally 
referred to as ‚heavy food‘, it is always delicious. And one or two pounds more will certainly be lost in 
the hunt again.

One more note: we recommend arriving by car. Thanks to the well-developed road network, this is no 
longer a problem and has the advantage that you can take the trophy directly with you. Let us advise 
you on all points by our experienced and competent team. Our motto is: Hungary is always worth a 
hunting trip!

Budapest

Komitat ZALA

Komitat SOMOGY
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detailS & pRiceS

offer • red stag hunt (1st september to 31st January)
• 5 travel days
• 4 nights in a double room / breakfast
• 3 hunting days
• Organization trophy hunt

• Hunting guide
• Hunting License
• Hungarian hunting card
• Pre-preparation trophy

655.- €

Not included:

• Own arrival and departure • Booking fee 195.- € • Meals, drinks • Transport (per kilometer driven € 0.95)  
• Trophy rating € 35.- per piece • Tips, personal expenses

Price and program changes reserved. The terms and conditions of K & K Premium Jagd GmbH apply. We rec-
ommend taking out cancellation insurance.

Antler weight 24 hours after boiling without deduction. The eye-teeth are part of the trophy.

up to  2,50 kg        295.- €
from   2,51 kg to   4,00 kg     690.- €
from   4,01 kg to   4,50 kg     805.- € +   2,90 € per 10 g over   4,01 kg
from   4,51 kg to   5,00 kg  1.020.- € +   4,40 € per 10 g over   4,51 kg
from   5,01 kg to   5,50 kg  1.240.- € +   5,50 € per 10 g over   5,01 kg
from   5,51 kg to   6,00 kg  1.515.- € +   7,70 € per 10 g over   5,51 kg
from   6,01 kg to   6,50 kg  1.900.- € +   8,30 € per 10 g over   6,01 kg
from   6,51 kg to   7,00 kg  2.310.- € +   8,80 € per 10 g over   6,51 kg
from   7,01 kg to   7,50 kg  2.750.- € +   9,40 € per 10 g over   7,01 kg
from   7,51 kg to   8,00 kg  3.220.- € +   9,90 € per 10 g over   7,51 kg
from   8,01 kg to   8,50 kg  3.715.- € + 11,00 € per 10 g over   8,01 kg
from   8,51 kg to   9,00 kg  4.265.- € + 12,70 € per 10 g over   8,51 kg
from   9,01 kg to   9,50 kg  4.900.- € + 16,50 € per 10 g over   9,01 kg
from   9,51 kg to 10,00 kg  5.725.- € + 19,80 € per 10 g over   9,51 kg
from 10,01 kg to 10,50 kg  6.715.- € + 27,50 € per 10 g over 10,01 kg
from 10,51 kg to 11,00 kg  8.090.- € + 36,30 € per 10 g over 10,51 kg
from 11,01 kg to 12,00 kg  9.905.- € + 38,50 € per 10 g over 11,01 kg
from 12,01 kg             13.755.- € + 46,00 € per 10 g over  12,01 kg

Wounding red stag = 50% of the antler weight estimated by the professional hunter
Deposit for red stag 1.500.- €
Note: Some hunting districts have their own price lists with different trophy fees!

tRophy feeS Red Stag
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